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SUBMERGED STRUCTURAL RESPONSE TO WEAK SHOCK BY
COUPLED THREE-DEM[ENSIONAL RETARTED POTENTIAL FLUID

ANALYSIS-FINITE ELEMENT STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

DMTODUCTION

This soid is a continuation of the effort to apply the reuirded potential integral to increasingly
general classe of problem u2 fluid-structure interaction. Mitzner (1,21 developed a method for
diacretizing the integral spatily and temporally, and applied the technique to the problem of a spheri-
cal rigd, immovabl body impinged by a plane pressuire wave with a smooth waveform. Huang,
Evursoin, and Wang (31 extended the method to handle a moo-rigid boundary condition, and tested
the cms of a spherical elastic shell. modeled with axisymnietric shell elemients, impinged by a plane
sup wave. However the special problem posed, for the integral formulation by a pressure discon-
timw* was hondled by solving the rigid scattering portion of the problem closed-formi using separation
of vargbbes. Neilson. Lu, and Wang [M directly tackled the problem of the discontinuous shock
wave front for rigid body problem and auisyinnetric surfaces using the wavefront line integral term.

Thia work buld upon the computer program developed by Nlimzer and extended to non-rigid
bouaies by Huamg. Evest., and Wang. A fully three-dlnienalonal boundary element formulation
for arbitrary shaped surfaces has been implemented. The entire method is designed to be comn-
pasibla with fise elesment methods and bas been linked to the AIDINA finite element program. Con-
tious pim loedlaps can be successfully used to approximate loading discontinuities, avoiding the
dlifflnaue inherent in the wavefront line integral approach.

A cncure efor in the creation of a general thre-dimensional analysis capability is the
developmn of a paraniemrc peach surface geonetry definition for the retarded potential integral. This
allows urbsrarily shaped surfaces to be specified by the coordinates of a finite number of points, as is
don with falise elemt. This development is described in a related report [101, and is used in the
compustio described in this report.

RZTARDED POTENTIAL FORMULATION

Thei retardedt potential integral is the solution of the linear wave equation.

C2 t

subjec to the boundary condition. 8p /3n - p w . This is the governing differential equation for
a linearly compressible, inviscid fluid with negligible changes in density. The assumption of linear
fluid behavior is said to be accurate for pressures up to 30,000 psi (9].

A discussion of the retarded potential equation and its discretized approximation as applied to the
submerged structural problem may be round in Refs. [1,2.31. A good derivation is round in Ref. [41.
The form of the equation tor calculation or total pressures, p. on a bounding surface in an infi-
nite fluid subiect to a continuous incident pressure field loading, p'w, is as rollows:

Ntmcnpt appiuved December 17, 1936.
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I is the position of a field point on the surface.

.V is the location of an imegraton poiw on the surface,

t' is the mided time of the influence of field quantities and the integration point,

p is dm fluid density,

c is ti soac velcity in the fluid,

n' , puw the surftce normal direction at an integration point oriented out of the fluid,

i' is the normal direction acceleration of the surface oriented out of the fluid.

04hFLW 4TATON

Fer compuon. the retarded potential integral must be discretized and, for a non-rigid bound-
t mcmias, Unked to a soacral analysis code. The surface pressure field is approximated by sub-
diviing the surfa into zones of contan pressure coinciding with individual finite element surfaces.
and with the surface woml acceleration field also approximated as constant on the same zonal sur-
face. TW nrmal acceleration is obtained from the finite element computation by averaging the
aceFerat-on vectors from the corner nodes of each finite element and using the component normal to
te censer of the zone. Pressures are discretized in time to coincide with the time steps of the finite
element program. Prior to conducting the time history computation of pressures and structural vibra-
dons, a mutrix of influence coefficients must be calculated that expresses the dependence relations of
cnM pressures on past pressures and past and present accelerations.

Firs, the time derivative of pressure must be formulated in terms of pressures. A three-point
bacwrd diffierence formula is used in this iplementaton. Then, for each zone, pressure and
acceleration can be factored out of the integral expressions. There is a need. however, to subdivide
the zones into a meash of subzowm elements in order to accurately numerically integrate the geometric
influence factors, as well as to accurately obtain the time-delay of pressure influences from all parts
of d structure. For the purpose of measuring the dstance between integration and field points and
tiereby the time-retardation, the field poit is located at the center of the field zone and the integra-
ton point is located at the center of the subzone integration element. The exception to this rule is
tha the influence of the singular integration element, which surrounds the field point, is lumped at a
distance from the field point of one-fourth the diagonal dimension of the singular element. The
inmgration points will not fall at a whole number of time intervals from the field point, so an interpo-
lation from adjacent whole time intervals is needed to determine the pressure at the integration point

V V qp* ~ .~*'.' ~ '~ *, % -. * % .



Fudmentel Reainships in the Discretizszion

R - disuanc betwee ineegration. and field points
* ~J - aded point (and zone) index

k - tesqprtion woas index
* L~ - $daom eleme= index

(k J) - i - g 1, point indices

. time

T - t e p size

Ms - tmestA* index
as' - dame step index of retarded time (not a whole numtber)
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wbe, for linmer imapoladon of field quantities between whole time steps,

,4 -I - ji-i'll, when I > -i'W > -1

fA - 0, otherwise

aMd, Jbr the 3-point backward difference discretization of the pressure derivative,

3 3 1
fA jM - I, -I + + f. jf -2

bawded PNOda Integral:

Pi- 2r ~ R

2r + k. } [f R2 -' '9jk

lnwf the above expressions for time retarded pressures, accelerations, and pressure derivatives
iro t discre Retarded Potential Integral, summing over the I index, and consolidating the time-
independu ente maio ama es called A and B, results in an expression of the form,

(I-ajjo>pj. - 2,. + 1 j - + 1 Bu p.-,
kJ kj

which allows the current pressures p, , to be computed from past pressures and current and past

TMe peati approximations used for the geometic influence factors, [s AL] and

[is. R2 d5 3] ,depend on whether or not the integration element, (k,1), is singular with

repe field poi j This is discussed futher in Ref. 10.

The aunmrical integration over the subzone elements is a subject left to the related paper con-
ceraing a puameric surface patch basis for the geometric calculations of the method [101. The ongi-
ml fbrtmladon of the numerical integration is presented in [1,21.

A staggered solution technique is used in the analysis so that for each time step the structural
and fluid dynamic problem can be solved alternately rather than concurrently, greatly simplifying
coumpooion, yet nearly preserving the simultaneity of the two problem solutions. For the step by
sup soinmon of the fluid-suucture interaction problem, the cycle of computation is as follows:

0. At time step 0, initialize pjo - 0

1. At time step m, t, - m T. Apply pressures, p,, to structural model.

2. Calculate accelerations, is 1, at time r. j. from structural model.

3. Calculate pressures. P,..t, at time, t , , with integral equation, due to p""'- 1  W,.I;

w ,I-j' (the time retarded surface accelerations; and p,.,, (the time retarded surface pres-
sure).

4. If m + 1 is the last desired time step. stop the solution.

5. Increment m. Go to computational step 1.

4



Th cmVpusional cycle is depicted in Fig. 1, showing the relationships among the processes
md h da iWu and generaute. From the point of view of the retarded potential calculations there
M two e inputs: the incident wave loading and the surface accelerations. It is sometimes
ma- ini w to think separately of the pressure field contributions of these inputs. For this purpose,
the ndos of the incident wave off a rigid, immovable body is referred to as the scattered field,
nd inc mi pressure field produced by motion of the surface alone is called the radiated field.

The hoideit wave field and scattered field together are known as the rigid body pressure field.

Tb s division used in calculating the tme-delayed influences of surface pressures on
each oder vares with the disze between pressure zones. In the current implementation the refine-
mom of sumom mashes are: I. Coarse, 2. Fine, and 3. Singular zone meshing. The coarse meshing
is uoed for two zones that are remote from each other; the fine mesh for two zones near each other;
and the singular zone mesh for calculating the influence of a pressure zone on itself.

04CIDrr4T WAVE

Simple incident wave definitions can be given for plane and spherical waves. The incident field
for a plane wave is defined by specifying a time history of the incident pressure on one plane in
space, the coordinates of one point on the plane, and the direction of wave travel normal to the plane.
Then the pressre history at any other point is time-delayed by the travel time to the point from the
defining plane. This relationship is expressed as

p('tr) - POO - (-I.T)/c)

where p(,:) is pressure at point attime

p, is the pressure history at Z,

i is the incident wave direction,

c is the wave velocity.

For a. spherical wave, the pressure history is given for one spherical mathematical surface
sur ng the source of the wave, and the coordinates of the source and the radius to the defining
surface. Because spherical waves, as they spread, attenuate in proportion to the inverse radius, this
factor must be included in the incident pressure calculations. The pressure expression is as follows:

p(ZI1) - (R/r)p( - (r-R)/c)

wher r - I Y-Z, I, the distance from the pressure source,
and pR is the pressure history at radius R from the wave source.

All pressures prior to the arrival of the incident wave are set to zero.

At present only the plane wave option is installed in the program, but the spherical wave option
is easily added.

NNUMCAL RESULTS

The two basic problems investigated for the three-dimensional technique are a submerged rigid
immovable sphere in an infinite fluid field, and an elastic spherical shell in the same environment.
Each is subject to the same planar step wave. No gravity is included in the models. Comparisons are
made of different approximations of a step wave. The problem dimensions and properties are as fol-
lows:

shell radius-to-thickness ratio a 1h - 50,

shell-to-fluid density ratio p, /p, 7.80.

modulus ratio E/p,,c2  97,

Poisson's ratio P - 0.3.



The strucutral model for both problems is shown in Fig. 2. This is a quarter section of a sphere
used to model an entire spherical shell with symmetry conditions imposed on the two cutting planes.
Both the retarded potential program and the ADINA finite element program allow for such symmetry
conditions. The symmetries were imposed to save computation cost and can be allowed because both
the tern structure and the test loadings are axisymmetric with respect to the loading direction. The
subdivision into pressure zones and finite elements is more refined in the direction of wave travel in
order to capture the more detailed behavior variations expected in that direction. The particular zone
subdivisions used in this study are shp!--m in Fig. 3. A fine mesh is used throughout the interzone
influence calculations.

The Rgoid Scattering Problem

The retarded potential technique was first studied for the rigid scattering problem, independent
of the structural analysis code, to verify the 3-dimensional integration method under shock loading.
Pictorially, this is equivalent to removing the left side of the problem illustrated in Fig. I and setting
the accelerations identically to zero.

In choosing continuous approximations to a discontinuous step wave loading, three considera-
tions are: 1. the approximation should accurately capture the shape and peak values of the surface
pressures and structural response; 2. the loading should induce a minimal amount of numerical insta-
bility in the computation; and 3. the loading data should be easy to generate. The three loading
approximations tested in this study are a linear ramp, one half of a sine squared waveform, and a
Fourier series. Because the sine squared approximation was found to yield the same solution behavior
characteristics as the ramp function, the following discussion will be limited to the ramp and Fourier
series. The motivation for trying the Fourier series approximation is to eliminate higher frequency
components in the loading that might initiate or aggravate numerical instabilities.

For each loading type, variation can be made in the steepness of the approximation to an abso-
lute step. For the ramp loading, this is a variation in the number of time steps to reach peak load,
and for the Fourier series, a variation in the highest frequency present. There is a tradeoff between
solution accuracy and solution stability; the steeper loadings give more accurate but less stable
responses. A variety of loading steepnesses were tried, and the ones found to give the best comprom-
ise between accuracy and stability are: a ramp loading allowed to rise to maximum pressure in 5 time
steps. and a Fourier series approximation including frequencies up to 600 Hz in 1 Hz intervals. The
loadings are plotted in Fig. 4. Computations were carried out to 20 non-dimensional times (T -fc /a)
to fully test the stability of the responses. Because the response in all cases reaches a steady state by
five non-dimensional times, the results of the rigid body study are plotted for this length of time in
Figs. 6 with the location of the plotted points shown in Fig. 5. At one location the response is plot-
ted out to a l 20 non-dimensional times to show the later stability behavior of the computation, typ-
ical of all locations.

The standard of comparison used in the rigid body study is the eight-term Legendre series solu-
tion from Huang [11]. As can be seen, both loadings give accurate pressure histories on the surface
at all points. The ramp loading characteristically gives sharper pressure peaks than the Fourier series
loading and higher maximums. Theoretically, the illuminated half of the sphere should experience a
peak of twice the unit step pulse. The approximate loadings do not achieve this maximum because
the peak loading pressure is reached over a period of time rather than instantaneously, allowing the
scattered wave time to dissipate. The ramp loading characteristically has a high frequency, low
amplitude oscillation superimposed on the solution. This does not, however, lead to divergence. The
computations for neither case diverge over the 20 non-dimensional times for which the test was run.
The undulating approximations to zero pressure that the Legendre series solution and the Fourier
loading response exhibit prior to the actual arrival of the wave at a given surface point, are artifacts
of the series approximations. This is particularly evident in the higher 9 angles (Figs. 6).

A new stability consideration was discovered for the computations. It was observed that the
time step size and the subzone mesh size should be appropriately matched to obtain stable solutions.
The stability requirement was established in previous studies that the distance from an integration
point in one pressure zone to the field point in another zone should be at least a Mull time step to
prevent an instantaneous pressure influence from one zone to the next. However. it is now also
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appant that the time step should not be small relative to the subzone integration elements. This is to
prev lumping of integration element influences at widely separated time steps, leaving intermediate
tim steps with no apparent influence. This possibility can arise because the subzone element influ-

e is lumped at the center of the element prior to lumping the influences at the discretized retarded
times. The preferred relationship is to have a time step transit distance somewhat smaller than the
cloet distance between any pair of integration and field points which are in different zones, but sta-
bility problems occur only with gross disparity in sizes. This area warrants further study.

Submerged Elasti S -uctural Respnse

For the combined problem of fluid and elastic structural dynamics, the same spherical geometry
and plane step pressure loading is used as for the rigid body problem. A thin elastic shell of
diamter-to-thickness ratio, 100, is modeled with 9-noded quadrilateral shell finite elements. The
identical mesh is used for the finite element modeling of the structure as for the discretization into
constant pressure zones, in accordance with the implementation. The simulation of structural
response to the plane step wave is carried out for a period of 20 non-dimensional times beyond the
incident wave's initial impact with the sphere. The same non-dimensional time step of 0.05 is used as
for the rigid body problem. A consistent mass formulation is used in the finite element model and
has been found essential to the accuracy of the solution. No internal structural damping is included.

The resulting history of surface displacements and velocities are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9. Fig-
ure 7 illustrates the locations and orientations of these plotted values. The angle, 0, of the location
varies from zero at the point of of first wave impact to 180 degrees at the point of deepest shadow.
All of the surface displacements plotted are the components perpendicular to the direction of the
incident wave travel, and all the velocities are the components in the direction of the incident wave.
In these figures, the numerical solutions are compared to a closed-form series solution for a step wave
on an elastic sphere obtained by separation of variables from Ref. (3,81. The same two loading cases
considered for the rigid body case are compared: a five time step ramp approximation of the step
wave, and a Fourier series approximation consisting of the frequencies from 0 to 600 Hz in 1 Hz
increments.

The results show some general trends. The results agree very well in the shape of the plotted
response curves, and have good agreement in amplitudes at early time. For both loading approxima-
tions, the velocities and displacements exhibit an increasing damping of response with time compared
to the series solution. The numerical solutions begin to increasingly oscillate, as well. The oscilla-
tions are more noticeable in the velocities than the displacements. It is evident that the velocity oscil-
lations are integrated out in the displacements.

A few exceptions to these trends should be mentioned. The 0 - 0 velocity of the ramp loading
shows an exaggerated oscillation from the beginning, that, in fact, dies down noticeably before build-
ing up again at later time. The Fourier loading doesn't induce this, and its response is rather damped
compared to the initial spike in the series solution. At both the point of initial impact and in the deep
shadow region, the tendency to oscillate is much stronger than elsewhere, which can be attributed to
the higher frequency response of the loading-direction velocities at these points. As one gets closer to
9 - 90', these velocities increasingly represent only the overall body translation, whereas at 8 = 0
and 180, there is a large component of local deformation included.

In comparing the response of the two approximate loadings, the results generally are the same.
with certain exceptions. First, there is the already mentioned greater early-time oscillations of the
ramp loading case. Then, there is a difference in the pattern of later-time oscillations. For the ramp
case, the oscillations tend to increase steadily, whereas the Fourier series response exhibits a strong
pulsation or beat in the amplitudes. This is particularly evident in the velocities at 0 equal to 0. 162.
and 180. Even at early time, the ramp loading response has a very fine oscillation. While the retarded
potential integral solution for the rigid body is stable for the cases studied and the Newmark numeri-
cal integration used in the finite element analysis is unconditionally stable for undamped structural
vibration, the combined method exhibits divergence, and numerical damping is required to achieve a
solution. Numerical damping by choice of Newmark parameters is successful in stabilizing the solu-
tion without appreciably harming accuracy at early time. The numerical instability. composed of

7
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much higher frequencies than the significant response, is damped out faster than the latter. This is
becaue, for a given frequency component of the vibration, the damping causes the solution to decay
by a fixed fraction per cycle, and the higher frequency contributions to the vibration die out faster
than the lower frequency. However, at later times the stabilized solution does show a considerable
reduction in amplitude compared to the closed-form solution, likely caused by the numerical damping.

The ramp loading shows a greater tendency than the Fourier series for instability, given the
same set of Newmark parameters. This tendency is quite noticeable in the velocities at early time.
However, the Fourier series, in some cases, shows greater instability at later times. The relative
instabilities may depend on which loading curve is changing more rapidly at a given time. The ramp
has two sharp changes in direction initially and then becomes constant, while the Fourier series con-
tines to fluctuate throughout its loading history. By using greater numerical damping for the ramp
loading case, early time stability equal to that of the Fourier series can be obtained with only slight
reduction in the amplitudes of the response. For the velocity at 9 = 0, the Fourier series still gives a
better match of the analytical solution than does the ramp, which oscillates noticeably about the
closed-form curve. However, the ramp more closely approximates the initial velocity peak. For the
plotted data, the Newmark integration parameters used are 6 - 0.8 and a - 0.4225. There is a
need for further study on the effect of mesh refinement and time step size on solution accuracy and
stability, as well as why the combined method is unstable at all. A stability analysis is needed for the
Newnark integration procedure that includes the presence of radiation damping.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has demonstrated a fully three-dimensional implementation of a fluid-structure
interaction analysis procedure based on th, retarded potential integral coupled to a shell finite element
program. A continuous wave approximation to a discontinuous step wave has been found to be suc-
cessfhl in modeling shock response problems. The method uses techniques which may be applied to
arbitrary three-dimensional bodies, Linear or non-linear, whose fluid-structure interface is a closed,
smooth surface.

Although difficulties have been encountered in the tradeoff between overdamping and oscillatory
divergence, the method has been demonstrated to be quite effective. The early time predictions for
both the rigid and elastic problems are accurate and have the potential for improved accuracy up to
the limit of the modeling refinement to predict higher frequency responses. For the geometry and
loading: tested, the rigid body problem has proven to be persistently stable, but for the elastic prob-
lem there is a numerical divergence at later time.

Further study in the effects of fimte element grid size and configuration and subzone mesh divi-
sion on problem accuracy and stability is needed. This, as well as an investigation of the coupling of
the two computational processes, should improve the performance of the method.
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Fig. 3a - Non-singular zone mesh
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